DISCOVER HOMECREST

Generous style and finish selections coupled with endless customization options will lure you in. The quality, service and attainable price point will win you over. Discover Homecrest.
Your inspiration starts here.
DOVER maple karoo

The perfect wood tone complemented by clean lines and contemporary pulls and accessories indulges your desire for unique style without draining your pocketbook.
Clever cabinetry applications and complementary paint colors add personality. Open shelving and a base cabinet turned doggy haven serve as finishing touches for a totally unique arrangement. Get creative and have fun with your space!
The subtle details of this traditional door create a space that exudes comfort. With a beautifully balanced mix of open shelving and closed storage solutions, and perfectly appointed finishing touches, you will look for reasons to linger in the kitchen.
Cleverly placed storage solutions add functionality to this kitchen and breakfast nook combo. Rustic touches and a dining banquette make the space cozy and casual.
ARBOR rustic hickory buckboard

Prairie-inspired cabinetry and rustic choices in hardware and finishes come together to create a comfortable yet sophisticated aesthetic. The wood hood and country sink base add visual interest while open shelving provides an opportunity for personalization.
SEDONA painted hardwood french vanilla

The epitome of “bathroom goals,” this inspired, refreshing space offers an abundance of hidden storage and open shelving. The simple, trend-forward vanity is practical yet polished, adding to the spa-like feel.
Coordinated and organized, this two-for-one space collects stray shoes and wandering backpacks while giving laundry essentials a stylish space to call home. Unique cabinet applications and open shelving give a fresh face to the daily grind.
DOVER painted hardwood galaxy

A statement-making color combined with classic Shaker style forges a harmonious union that is both timeless and on-trend. The use of earthy, grounding neutrals lends a sense of drama to an otherwise simple space.
1. 36" SuperCabinet™
2. Base Utensil Pantry Pull-out
3. Wall Spice Pull-out
4. Cutlery Divider Wood Tiered Drawer
5. Spice Rack Pull-out
6. Full Height Base Waste Basket
7. Wine Storage Cabinet
DOOR STYLES

- Traditional Overlay
- Full Overlay
- Modified Full Overlay

- maple
- painted hardwood
- oak
- hickory
- rustic hickory

ARBOR
BEXLEY
BEXLEY 5-PIECE
BISHOP
BISHOP 5-PIECE
CHALET
DARWYN
DARWYN 5-PIECE
DOVER
DOVER 5-PIECE
PYFER
JOPLIN
KENOSHA
LAUTNER
LAUTNER 5-PIECE
PIPER
PIPER 5-PIECE
SEDONA
SEDONA 5-PIECE
WALDRON
DOOR STYLES

Overlay Options

Traditional Overlay
Doors and drawer fronts show more of the cabinet frame behind them.

Full Overlay
Doors and drawer fronts cover more of the cabinet frame behind them and appear close together in a cabinet run.

Modified Full Overlay
Doors and drawer fronts are the same width as they are in Full Overlay, but height adjusted to allow 1" of the cabinet frame exposed at the top of wall and tall cabinets for easier placement of crown moulding. Doors and drawer fronts appear close together in a cabinet run.
STAINS

Available in species indicated. Talk with your designer to understand exceptions.

NATURAL  DERBY  MOHR
FALLOW  TERRAIN  MOHR
TRELLIS  KAROO  MOHR

ANCHOR  PORTER  DERBY  BUCKBOARD  MANE

GLAZES AVAILABLE ON STAINS*

Available on all stains and on species indicated. Talk with your designer to understand exceptions.

BROWNSTONE  EBONY

PAINTS™

Available on Painted Hardwood.

ALPINE  FRENCH VANILLA  ICEBERG  WILLOW  GALAXY

POOLHOUSE  ONYX

GLAZES AVAILABLE ON PAINTS™

Available on all paints on Painted Hardwood.

BROWNSTONE  EBONY

* For representation only. Glazes are available on all finishes. Glazes are not available on the Chalet doorstyle. See your Homecrest dealer for final color selection.

When Paint is selected, cabinet components, doors and/or drawer fronts may be constructed of various hardwood materials and/or composite materials such as Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) and/or High Density Fiberboard (HDF).

maple  painted hardwood  oak  hickory  rustic hickory
Homecrest Cabinetry brings your built-to-order, one-of-a-kind designs to life through our exclusive Custom Choice program. The robust capabilities of this exclusive program allow you to create unique, highly personalized designs to your exact specifications. The only thing missing are the extra costs you might encounter elsewhere. Talk to your designer for more information.

Our cabinets, your creativity.

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION

○ CABINET BOX
  • BACK: 3/8" Furniture board
  • TOP & BOTTOM: 3/8" Furniture board
  • SIDES: 1/2" Furniture board
  • INTERIOR: Natural Maple laminate
  • EXTERIOR SIDES: Laminate to match specified finish
  • TOEKICK: Unfinished furniture board

○ HINGE: Fully concealed, 6-way adjustable cup hinge with SoftTouch

○ SHELVES: 3/4" Furniture board with Natural Maple laminate

○ DRAWER: 4-Sided, solid wood dovetail with full extension, SoftTouch guides

OPTIONAL PLYWOOD ENDS*

○ CABINET BOX
  • SIDES: 1/2" Plywood
  • INTERIOR: Natural Maple laminate
  • EXTERIOR SIDES: Plywood veneer

OPTIONAL ALL PLYWOOD*

○ CABINET BOX
  • BACK: 3/8" Plywood
  • TOP & BOTTOM: 3/8" Plywood
  • SIDES: 1/2" Plywood
  • INTERIOR: Natural Maple laminate
  • EXTERIOR SIDES: Plywood veneer
  • TOEKICK: Unfinished plywood

○ SHELVES: 3/4" Plywood with Natural Maple laminate

*All plywood components meet ANSI/HPVA HP-1 standards, and may contain MDF or particleboard.
FRONT COVER IMAGE: BEXLEY painted hardwood willow

Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this book due to material availability and/or design evolution. Specifications are subject to change without notice. See your designer for details.

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best color, wood grain and finish representation.

When Hardwood is painted, cabinet components, doors and/or drawer fronts may be constructed of various hardwood materials and/or composite materials such as Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) and/or High Density Fiberboard (HDF)

Supersedes all prior versions.